When somebody should go to the book stores, search initiation by shop, shelf by shelf, it is truly problematic. This is why we give the book compilations in this website. It will extremely ease you to look guide

**Cognitive Foundations of Natural History** - Scott Atran - 1993


Cognitive Foundations of Natural History - Scott Atran - 1993:1-19

Influenced by a debate between Noam Chomsky and Jean Paget, this work traces the development of natural history from Aristotle to Darwin, and demonstrates how the science of plants and animals has emerged from the common conceptions of folkbiology.


People have always been somehow, but an explicit philosophical and scientific view of human racial difference only began to emerge during the modern period. Why and how did this happen? Surveying a range of philosophical and natural-scientific texts, dating from the Spanish Renaissance to the German Enlightenment, Nature, Human Nature, and Human Difference charts the evolution of the modern concept of race and shows that natural philosophy, particularly efforts to taxonomize and to order nature, played a crucial role. Smith demonstrates how the denial of moral equality between Europeans and non-Europeans resulted from converging philosophical and scientific views, including a declining belief in human nature's universality and the rise of biological classification. The racial typology of human beings grew from the need to understand humanity within an all-embracing system of nature, alongside plants, minerals, and other animals. While racial difference as seen through science did not arise in order to justify the enslavement of people, it became a rationalization for the practices of trans-Atlantic slavery. This book will fascinate reading for students, academics and anyone who is interested in the history of science, or in the ancient history of ideas.

**Ancient Natural History** - Justin E. H. Smith - 2017-03-14

This book provides a critical philosophical analysis of the claim that contemporary cognitive approaches to religion undermine theistic beliefs. Recent scientific work thinker, school, or movement, thus enabling a much more historically nuanced picture of the period to be painted.

**Narrative Unbound: Re-Visioning William Blake's The Four Zoas** - Aku Visala - 2016-04-22

The literary and cultural politics surrounding the formation of the modern scientific disciplines emerging from eighteenth-century natural history. Revealing how scientific concerns were literary concerns in the Romantic period, the contributors uncover the vital role that new discoveries in earth, plant, and animal sciences played in the period's literary culture. As Thomas Pennant put it in 1772, "Natural History is, at present, the favourite science over all Europe, and the progress which has been made in it will distinguish and characterize the eighteenth century in the annals of literature." As they examine the social and literary ramifications of a particular branch or object of natural history, the contributors to this volume historicize our present intellectual landscape by reimagining and rethinking the disciplinary boundaries between literature and science. "This book displays interpretive brilliance. A stunning array of methods are applied to an extraordinarily wide range of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century texts, involving new readings of canonical works. It dramatically clarifies the relationships between major figures of the period, and brings to light texts, contexts, and controversies that have not been confronted in such detail in previous scholarly studies." — Donald Ault, author of Narrative Unbound: Re-Visioning William Blake's The Four Zoas

**Romantic Science** - Noah Hertzing - 2003-07-01

Uncovering the role that new scientific discoveries played in Romantic literary culture. Although "romantic science" may sound like a paradox, much of the romance

**Common Sense and Science from Aristotle to Reid** - Benjamin W. Bedeski - 2020-11-05

Common Sense and Science from Aristotle to Reid reveals that thinkers have pondered the nature of common sense and its relationship to science and scientific thought for a very long time. It demonstrates how a diverse array of neglected early modern philosophers tackled the question of how the mind makes sense of the world and how basic features of the human mind and cognition are related to scientific theory and practice. Drawing on a wealth of primary sources and scholarship from the history of ideas, cognitive science, and the history and philosophy of science, this book helps readers understand the fundamental historical and philosophical relationship between common sense and science.

**Common Sense and Science from Aristotle to Reid** - Benjamin W. Bedeski - 2020-11-05

Common Sense and Science from Aristotle to Reid reveals that thinkers have pondered the nature of common sense and its relationship to science and scientific thought for a very long time. It demonstrates how a diverse array of neglected early modern philosophers tackled the question of how the mind makes sense of the world and how basic features of the human mind and cognition are related to scientific theory and practice. Drawing on a wealth of primary sources and scholarship from the history of ideas, cognitive science, and the history and philosophy of science, this book helps readers understand the fundamental historical and philosophical relationship between common sense and science.

**The Cambridge History of Eighteenth-century Philosophy** - Knud Haakonssen - 2006

This two-volume set presents a comprehensive and up-to-date history of eighteenth-century philosophy. The subject is treated systematically by topic, not by individual thinker, school, or movement, thus enabling a much more historically nuanced picture of the period to be painted.

**The Cambridge History of Eighteenth-century Philosophy** - Knud Haakonssen - 2006

This two-volume set presents a comprehensive and up-to-date history of eighteenth-century philosophy. The subject is treated systematically by topic, not by individual thinker, school, or movement, thus enabling a much more historically nuanced picture of the period to be painted.

**Naturalism, Theism and the Cognitive Study of Religion** - Aku Visala - 2016-04-22

This book provides a critical philosophical analysis of the claim that contemporary cognitive approaches to religion undermine theistic beliefs. Recent scientific work thinker, school, or movement, thus enabling a much more historically nuanced picture of the period to be painted.

**Naturalism, Theism and the Cognitive Study of Religion** - Aku Visala - 2016-04-22

This book provides a critical philosophical analysis of the claim that contemporary cognitive approaches to religion undermine theistic beliefs. Recent scientific work thinker, school, or movement, thus enabling a much more historically nuanced picture of the period to be painted.

**Common Sense and Science from Aristotle to Reid** - Benjamin W. Bedeski - 2020-11-05

Common Sense and Science from Aristotle to Reid reveals that thinkers have pondered the nature of common sense and its relationship to science and scientific thought for a very long time. It demonstrates how a diverse array of neglected early modern philosophers tackled the question of how the mind makes sense of the world and how basic features of the human mind and cognition are related to scientific theory and practice. Drawing on a wealth of primary sources and scholarship from the history of ideas, cognitive science, and the history and philosophy of science, this book helps readers understand the fundamental historical and philosophical relationship between common sense and science.

**Common Sense and Science from Aristotle to Reid** - Benjamin W. Bedeski - 2020-11-05

Common Sense and Science from Aristotle to Reid reveals that thinkers have pondered the nature of common sense and its relationship to science and scientific thought for a very long time. It demonstrates how a diverse array of neglected early modern philosophers tackled the question of how the mind makes sense of the world and how basic features of the human mind and cognition are related to scientific theory and practice. Drawing on a wealth of primary sources and scholarship from the history of ideas, cognitive science, and the history and philosophy of science, this book helps readers understand the fundamental historical and philosophical relationship between common sense and science.

**Narrative Unbound: Re-Visioning William Blake's The Four Zoas** - Aku Visala - 2016-04-22

This book provides a critical philosophical analysis of the claim that contemporary cognitive approaches to religion undermine theistic beliefs. Recent scientific work thinker, school, or movement, thus enabling a much more historically nuanced picture of the period to be painted.

**Narrative Unbound: Re-Visioning William Blake's The Four Zoas** - Aku Visala - 2016-04-22

This book provides a critical philosophical analysis of the claim that contemporary cognitive approaches to religion undermine theistic beliefs. Recent scientific work thinker, school, or movement, thus enabling a much more historically nuanced picture of the period to be painted.
The interdisciplinary field of cognitive science brings together elements of cognitive psychology, mathematics, perception, and linguistics. Focusing on the main areas and enough depth to be a valued reference source to researchers. Cognitive Science presents comprehensive overviews of research findings and discusses new cross-over areas of interest. Contributors

In Gods We Trust accommodation of certain existential and moral elements in the human condition.

bodies affected their way of thinking. In focus for this book is the relationship between history and cognition, the human mind's interaction with the environment in time and space. It especially discusses certain cognitive abilities in interaction with the environment, which can be studied in historical sources, namely: evolution, language, rationality, spirituality, and materiality. Cognitive history can give us a deeper understanding of how we’ve not only what people thought, and about the interaction between the human mind and the surrounding world.

This book is the first introduction to the new field called cognitive history. The last decades have seen a noticeable increase in cognitive science studies that have changed the way we look at the history of human mind. Cognitive science explores the study of how humans in history used their cognitive abilities in order to understand the world around them and to orient themselves in it, but also how the world outside their bodies affected their way of thinking. In focus for this book is the relationship between history and cognition, the human mind's interaction with the environment in time and space. It especially discusses certain cognitive abilities in interaction with the environment, which can be studied in historical sources, namely: evolution, language, rationality, spirituality, and materiality. Cognitive history can give us a deeper understanding of how we’ve not only what people thought, and about the interaction between the human mind and the surrounding world.

Naming Nature: The Clash Between Instinct and Science - Carol Kasek Young - 2010-08-02

Traces the human drive and cognitive capacity for naming the living world, evaluating the contributions of such figures as Linnaeus and Darwin while exploring the human preference for familiar, rather than scientific, names.

Naming Nature: The Clash Between Instinct and Science - Carol Kasek Young - 2010-08-02

Traces the human drive and cognitive capacity for naming the living world, evaluating the contributions of such figures as Linnaeus and Darwin while exploring the human preference for familiar, rather than scientific, names.

In Gods We Trust - Scott Atran - 2004-12-09

Atran argues that religion is a by-product of human evolution just as the cognitive intervention, cultural selection, and historical survival of religion is an accommodation of certain existential and moral elements in the human condition.

In Gods We Trust - Scott Atran - 2004-12-09

Atran argues that religion is a by-product of human evolution just as the cognitive intervention, cultural selection, and historical survival of religion is an accommodation of certain existential and moral elements in the human condition.

Cognitive Science - Benjamin Martin - 1990-10-18

The interdisciplinary field of cognitive science brings together elements of cognitive psychology, mathematics, perception, and linguistics. Focusing on the main areas and enough depth to be a valued reference source to researchers.

Cognitive Science - Benjamin Martin - 1990-10-18

The interdisciplinary field of cognitive science brings together elements of cognitive psychology, mathematics, perception, and linguistics. Focusing on the main areas and enough depth to be a valued reference source to researchers.

Nature Wars - Roy Ellen - 2020-11-01

Organized around issues, debates and discussions concerning the various ways in which the concept of nature has been used, this book looks at how the term has been endlessly decontextualized and recontextualized, as reflected in anthropological, scientific, and similar writing over the last several decades. Made up of ten of Roy Ellen's finest articles, this new introductory work contextualizes the arguments and takes them forward. Many of the chapters focus on research conducted among the Naulas peoples of eastern Indonesia.

Nature Wars - Roy Ellen - 2020-11-01

Organized around issues, debates and discussions concerning the various ways in which the concept of nature has been used, this book looks at how the term has been endlessly decontextualized and recontextualized, as reflected in anthropological, scientific, and similar writing over the last several decades. Made up of ten of Roy Ellen's finest articles, this new introductory work contextualizes the arguments and takes them forward. Many of the chapters focus on research conducted among the Naulas peoples of eastern Indonesia.
This book argues that the understanding and explanation of religion is always historically contingent. Grounded in the work of Bakhtin and Ricoeur, Flood positions the academic study of religion within contemporary debates in the social sciences and humanities concerning modernity and postmodernity, particularly contested issues regarding truth and knowledge. It challenges the view that religious, epiphenomenal objects, argue for the importance of metatheory, and presents an argument for the dialectical nature of inquiry. The study of religion should begin with language and culture, and this shift in emphasis away from the philosophy of consciousness in phenomenology has far-reaching implications. It means a new ethic of practice which is sensitive to the immediate dispute was mundane: whether whale oil was fish oil and therefore subject to state inspection. But the trial fueled a sensational public debate in which nothing less than the order of nature–and how we know it–was at stake. Burke vividly recreates the trial, during which a parade of experts–pea-coated whalemen, physicians, zoologists, botanists, and anatomical reports, and telling tales from whaling voyages. Falling in the middle of the century between Linnaeus and Darwin, the trial dramatized a revolutionary period that saw radical transformations in the understanding of the natural world. Out went comfortable biblical categories, and in came new sorting methods based on the minutiae of interior anatomy–and lurid details about the sexual behaviors of God’s creatures. When Linnaeus breached in New York in 1818, this strange bustle changed both the natural and social order–and everyone would survive.

An Invitation to Cognitive Science: Thinking - Edward E. Smith - 1995-08-01
This book argues that the understanding and explanation of religion is always historically contingent. Grounded in the work of Bakhtin and Ricoeur, Flood positions the academic study of religion within contemporary debates in the social sciences and humanities concerning modernity and postmodernity, particularly contested issues regarding truth and knowledge. It challenges the view that religious, epiphenomenal objects, argue for the importance of metatheory, and presents an argument for the dialectical nature of inquiry. The study of religion should begin with language and culture, and this shift in emphasis away from the philosophy of consciousness in phenomenology has far-reaching implications. It means a new ethic of practice which is sensitive to the immediate dispute was mundane: whether whale oil was fish oil and therefore subject to state inspection. But the trial fueled a sensational public debate in which nothing less than the order of nature–and how we know it–was at stake. Burke vividly recreates the trial, during which a parade of experts–pea-coated whalemen, physicians, zoologists, botanists, and anatomical reports, and telling tales from whaling voyages. Falling in the middle of the century between Linnaeus and Darwin, the trial dramatized a revolutionary period that saw radical transformations in the understanding of the natural world. Out went comfortable biblical categories, and in came new sorting methods based on the minutiae of interior anatomy–and lurid details about the sexual behaviors of God’s creatures. When Linnaeus breached in New York in 1818, this strange bustle changed both the natural and social order–and everyone would survive.

An Invitation to Cognitive Science: Thinking - Edward E. Smith - 1995-08-01
This book argues that the understanding and explanation of religion is always historically contingent. Grounded in the work of Bakhtin and Ricoeur, Flood positions the academic study of religion within contemporary debates in the social sciences and humanities concerning modernity and postmodernity, particularly contested issues regarding truth and knowledge. It challenges the view that religious, epiphenomenal objects, argue for the importance of metatheory, and presents an argument for the dialectical nature of inquiry. The study of religion should begin with language and culture, and this shift in emphasis away from the philosophy of consciousness in phenomenology has far-reaching implications. It means a new ethic of practice which is sensitive to the immediate dispute was mundane: whether whale oil was fish oil and therefore subject to state inspection. But the trial fueled a sensational public debate in which nothing less than the order of nature–and how we know it–was at stake. Burke vividly recreates the trial, during which a parade of experts–pea-coated whalemen, physicians, zoologists, botanists, and anatomical reports, and telling tales from whaling voyages. Falling in the middle of the century between Linnaeus and Darwin, the trial dramatized a revolutionary period that saw radical transformations in the understanding of the natural world. Out went comfortable biblical categories, and in came new sorting methods based on the minutiae of interior anatomy–and lurid details about the sexual behaviors of God’s creatures. When Linnaeus breached in New York in 1818, this strange bustle changed both the natural and social order–and everyone would survive.

An Invitation to Cognitive Science: Thinking - Edward E. Smith - 1995-08-01
This book argues that the understanding and explanation of religion is always historically contingent. Grounded in the work of Bakhtin and Ricoeur, Flood positions the academic study of religion within contemporary debates in the social sciences and humanities concerning modernity and postmodernity, particularly contested issues regarding truth and knowledge. It challenges the view that religious, epiphenomenal objects, argue for the importance of metatheory, and presents an argument for the dialectical nature of inquiry. The study of religion should begin with language and culture, and this shift in emphasis away from the philosophy of consciousness in phenomenology has far-reaching implications. It means a new ethic of practice which is sensitive to the immediate dispute was mundane: whether whale oil was fish oil and therefore subject to state inspection. But the trial fueled a sensational public debate in which nothing less than the order of nature–and how we know it–was at stake. Burke vividly recreates the trial, during which a parade of experts–pea-coated whalemen, physicians, zoologists, botanists, and anatomical reports, and telling tales from whaling voyages. Falling in the middle of the century between Linnaeus and Darwin, the trial dramatized a revolutionary period that saw radical transformations in the understanding of the natural world. Out went comfortable biblical categories, and in came new sorting methods based on the minutiae of interior anatomy–and lurid details about the sexual behaviors of God’s creatures. When Linnaeus breached in New York in 1818, this strange bustle changed both the natural and social order–and everyone would survive.
sources range from the familiar--Thoreau, Keats, Darwin, and Audubon--to the unexpected--Benjamin Franklin, Giacomo Puccini, Oscar Wilde, and Monty Python.

Just what do our ways of thinking about and experiencing birds tell us about ourselves? Birdscapes is a unique meditation on the variety of human responses to birds, from antiquity to today, and from casual observers to the globe-trotting “twitchers” who sometimes risk life, limb, and marriages simply to add new species to their “life lists.”

The Handbook of Evolutionary Psychology, Volume 1 - David M. Buss - 2015-10-01

The indispensable tool for the groundbreaking science of evolutionary psychology Why is the mind designed the way it is? How does input from the environment interact with the mind to produce behavior? These are the big, unanswered questions that the field of evolutionary psychology seeks to explore. The Handbook of Evolutionary Psychology is the seminal work in this vibrant, quickly-developing discipline. In this thorough revision and expansion, luminaries in the field provide an in-depth exploration of the foundations of evolutionary psychology and explain the new empirical discoveries and theoretical developments that continue at a breathtaking pace. Evolutionary psychologists posit that the mind has a specialized and complex structure, just as the body has a specialized and complex structure. From this important theoretical concept arises the vast array of possibilities that are at the core of the field, which seeks to examine such traits as perception, language, and memory from an evolutionary perspective. This examination is intended to determine the human psychological traits that are the products of natural and sexual selection and, as such, chart and understand human nature. Join the discussion of the big questions addressed by the burgeoning field of evolutionary psychology Explore the foundations of evolutionary psychology, from theory and methods to the thoughts of EP critics Discover the psychology of human survival, mating, parenting, cooperation and conflict, culture, and more Identify how evolutionary psychology is interwoven with other academic subjects and traditional psychological disciplines The Handbook of Evolutionary Psychology is the definitive guide for every psychologist and student interested in keeping abreast of the latest ideas in this quickly-developing field.

The Handbook of Evolutionary Psychology, Volume 1 - David M. Buss - 2015-10-01

The indispensable tool for the groundbreaking science of evolutionary psychology Why is the mind designed the way it is? How does input from the environment interact with the mind to produce behavior? These are the big, unanswered questions that the field of evolutionary psychology seeks to explore. The Handbook of Evolutionary Psychology is the seminal work in this vibrant, quickly-developing discipline. In this thorough revision and expansion, luminaries in the field provide an in-depth exploration of the foundations of evolutionary psychology and explain the new empirical discoveries and theoretical developments that continue at a breathtaking pace. Evolutionary psychologists posit that the mind has a specialized and complex structure, just as the body has a specialized and complex structure. From this important theoretical concept arises the vast array of possibilities that are at the core of the field, which seeks to examine such traits as perception, language, and memory from an evolutionary perspective. This examination is intended to determine the human psychological traits that are the products of natural and sexual selection and, as such, chart and understand human nature. Join the discussion of the big questions addressed by the burgeoning field of evolutionary psychology Explore the foundations of evolutionary psychology, from theory and methods to the thoughts of EP critics Discover the psychology of human survival, mating, parenting, cooperation and conflict, culture, and more Identify how evolutionary psychology is interwoven with other academic subjects and traditional psychological disciplines The Handbook of Evolutionary Psychology is the definitive guide for every psychologist and student interested in keeping abreast of the latest ideas in this quickly-developing field.

Birdscapes - Jeremy Mynott - 2011-10-12

What draws us to the beauty of a peacock, the flight of an eagle, or the song of a nightingale? Why are birds so significant in our lives and our sense of the world? And what do our ways of thinking about and experiencing birds tell us about ourselves? Birdscapes is a unique mediation on the variety of human responses to birds, from antiquity to today, and from casual observers to the globe-trotting “twitchers” who sometimes risk life, limb, and marriages simply to add new species to their “life lists.” Drawing extensively on literature, history, philosophy, and science, Jeremy Mynott puts his own experiences as a birder/writer in a rich cultural context. His sources range from the familiar--Thoreau, Keats, Darwin, and Audubon--to the unexpected--Benjamin Franklin, Giacomo Puccini, Oscar Wilde, and Monty Python. Just as useful are the extensive illustrations, which explore our perceptions and representations of birds through images such as national emblems, women’s hats, professional sports logos, and a Christmas tree tin, as well as classics of bird art. Each chapter takes up a new theme--from rarity, beauty, and sound to conservation, naming, and symbolism--and is set in a new place, as Mynott travels from his "home patch" in Suffolk, England, to his "away patch" in New York City’s Central Park, as well as other places that hold significance for him and his readers. Birdscapes is a pleasure to read and will be of compelling interest to histories of the Enlightenment, histories of economics, and histories of science. But this engaging, funny, and sometimes tragic journey will be of interest to birders and others as well.

Birdscapes - Jeremy Mynott - 2011-10-12

What draws us to the beauty of a peacock, the flight of an eagle, or the song of a nightingale? Why are birds so significant in our lives and our sense of the world? And what do our ways of thinking about and experiencing birds tell us about ourselves? Birdscapes is a unique mediation on the variety of human responses to birds, from antiquity to today, and from casual observers to the globe-trotting “twitchers” who sometimes risk life, limb, and marriages simply to add new species to their “life lists.” Drawing extensively on literature, history, philosophy, and science, Jeremy Mynott puts his own experiences as a birder/writer in a rich cultural context. His sources range from the familiar--Thoreau, Keats, Darwin, and Audubon--to the unexpected--Benjamin Franklin, Giacomo Puccini, Oscar Wilde, and Monty Python. Just as useful are the extensive illustrations, which explore our perceptions and representations of birds through images such as national emblems, women’s hats, professional sports logos, and a Christmas tree tin, as well as classics of bird art. Each chapter takes up a new theme--from rarity, beauty, and sound to conservation, naming, and symbolism--and is set in a new place, as Mynott travels from his "home patch" in Suffolk, England, to his "away patch" in New York City’s Central Park, as well as other places that hold significance for him and his readers. Birdscapes is a pleasure to read and will be of compelling interest to histories of the Enlightenment, histories of economics, and histories of science. But this engaging, funny, and sometimes tragic journey will be of interest to birders and others as well.

Science in the Vanished Arcadia - Miguel de Asúa - 2014-06-06

In Science in the Vanished Arcadia Miguel de Asúa provides the first modern comprehensive account of Jesuit science in the missions of Paraguay and the River Plate region during the 17th and 18th centuries.

The Transatlantic Hispanic Baroque - Harold E. Braun - 2016-03-03

The Transatlantic Hispanic Baroque - Harold E. Braun - 2016-03-03

The Transatlantic Hispanic Baroque - Harold E. Braun - 2016-03-03

The Transatlantic Hispanic Baroque - Harold E. Braun - 2016-03-03

In Practicing Safe Sects F. LeRon Shults provides scientific and philosophical resources for having "the talk" about religious reproduction: where do gods come from - and what are the costs of bearing them in our culturally pluralistic, ecologically fragile environment?

Environment, Ethics, and Behavior - Max H. Bazerman - 1997

In this collection of essays, leading social, cognitive and decision psychologists offer philosophical theory and contemporary ethical and environmental issues.

Environment, Ethics, and Behavior - Max H. Bazerman - 1997

In this collection of essays, leading social, cognitive and decision psychologists offer philosophical theory and contemporary ethical and environmental issues.

Human By Nature - Peter Weingart - 2013-06-17

Representing a wide range of disciplines -- biology, sociology, anthropology, economics, human ethology, psychology, primatology, history, and philosophy of science -- the contributors to this book recently spent a complete academic year at the Center for Interdisciplinary Research (ZfG) discussing a plethora of new insights in reference to human cultural evolution. These scholars acted as a living experiment of "interdisciplinarity in vivo." The assumption of this experiment was that the scholars -- while working and reading at the ZfG -- would be united intellectually as well as socially, a connection that might eventually enhance future interdisciplinary communication even after the research group had dispersed. An important consensus emerged: The issue of human culture poses a challenge to the division of the world into the realms of the "natural" and the "cultural" and hence, to the disciplinary division of scientific labor. The appropriate place for the study of human culture, in this group's view, is located between history and the social sciences. Explicitly avoiding biological and sociological reductionisms, the group adopted a pluralistic perspective -- "integrative pluralism" -- that took into account both today's highly specialized and effective (sub-)disciplinary research and the possibility of integrating the respective findings on a case-by-case basis. Each sub-group discovered its own way of interdisciplinary collaboration and submitted a contribution to the present volume reflects one of these approaches, such as a fully integrated chapter, a multidisciplinary overview, or a discussion between different approaches. A promising first step on the long road to an interdisciplinarily informed understanding of human culture, this book will be of interest to social scientists and biologists alike.
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Representing a wide range of disciplines -- biology, sociology, anthropology, economics, human ethology, psychology, primatology, history, and philosophy of science -- the contributors to this book recently spent a complete academic year at the Center for Interdisciplinary Research (ZfG) discussing a plethora of new insights in reference to human cultural evolution. These scholars acted as a living experiment of "interdisciplinarity in vivo." The assumption of this experiment was that the scholars -- while working and reading at the ZfG -- would be united intellectually as well as socially, a connection that might eventually enhance future interdisciplinary communication even after the research group had dispersed. An important consensus emerged: The issue of human culture poses a challenge to the division of the world into the realms of the "natural" and the "cultural" and hence, to the disciplinary division of scientific labor. The appropriate place for the study of human culture, in this group's view, is located between history and the social sciences. Explicitly avoiding biological and sociological reductionisms, the group adopted a pluralistic perspective -- "integrative pluralism" -- that took into account both today's highly specialized and effective (sub-)disciplinary research and the possibility of integrating the respective findings on a case-by-case basis. Each sub-group discovered its own way of interdisciplinary collaboration and submitted a contribution to the present volume reflects one of these approaches, such as a fully integrated chapter, a multidisciplinary overview, or a discussion between different approaches. A promising first step on the long road to an interdisciplinarily informed understanding of human culture, this book will be of interest to social scientists and biologists alike.
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In Science in the Vanished Arcadia Miguel de Asúa provides the first modern comprehensive account of Jesuit science in the missions of Paraguay and the River Plate region during the 17th and 18th centuries.
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In Science in the Vanished Arcadia Miguel de Asúa provides the first modern comprehensive account of Jesuit science in the missions of Paraguay and the River Plate region during the 17th and 18th centuries.